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MARCH PROJECTS.
G-16 8108 lowered onto the power trucks after 
inspection and months of servicing by Byron 
Bobb, Joe Satnik, and Bob Brunner. Our 
portable lift facilitated a smooth and safe 
method lowering the locomotive to the trucks

Pictures - Dan Perkins and Dave Peterson

Bob Brunner is pictured connecting the drive 
shafts to the trucks as the locomotive is 
slowly lowered. 
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Our newest member joining February 1, 
2023, Nic Durham helped clean the 
truck frames 

Dan Perkins has been refurbishing No. 19’s smokebox door’s support ring for the re-installation of 
hand rail (decoration only, not for pulling the locomotive). It has been off for years. Removing the ring 
stantions proved difficult. One required drilling. Drills and end mill tooling failed. Dan asked Cliff 
Industries to remove that one made of an unknown material. Cliff also broke one drill, but did remove it.
Now, Dan is beginning to re-assemble the ring and “hand rail”.  

REMEMBER, THE HAND RAIL IS DECORATIVE ONLY !!!!

Truck frames being measured for new axles.  



Refurbishing trucks requires new axles, wheels, and spreader plates. New plates are required for 
proper side frame alignment. Bob Brunner and Lorin begin turning the axles and Bob is drilling 

holes for the plates. New axles are being made because the old Monarch lathe was worn out and 
produced poorly machined axles. Our Rockwell is more accurate.



Above, Joe Satnik and Loren Devin 
connecting  linkage  between worm gear 
boxes.

Some February Pictures - Dan Perkins 

Above, Dan captured the steam dome lid’s 
new washers and nuts. Items such as the 
lifting eye bolt and the plugs have now been 
removed and safety valves, whistle, and oil 
line installed.

Below, Bob Brunner oils the cross head 
after the piston and rod were re-installed 
after the back head cylinder gasket was 
replaced.

Below, New shut off valves were installed 
on each steam pipes to the cylinder steam 
chests. The valves will closed for boiler 
hydro testing since the throttle valve leaks 
slightly during hydros.



Looking Back on No.19 at Strum, WI

• Since Dan Perkins has been refurbishing the 
smoke box cover plate ring to its original 
appearance, Bob Johnson’s pictures show 
its appearance while operating in Strum, 
Wisconsin, in the mid 1970’s.

• The brass simulated hand rail will be re-
installed as shown. Also, the bolt threads in 
it required repair. Dan has fabricated new 
bolts for its original cast bronze stanchions.

• The cover plate ring has been plastic bead 
blasted by PlastiBlast, Eau Claire. They 
donated their service. The blasting revealed 
the original mount holes to the smoke box. 
The brass ring is decorative, not 
functional, meaning do not pull the 
locomotive by it.

• Pictures show the original oil reservoir 
behind the headlight. 

• Original handrails were not re-installed when 
19 was re-gauged from 19” to 16”.The 
railings were too short .

• The injectors and piping has been changed 
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